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Welcome to Forging ahead, PwC’s quarterly analysis 
of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) in the global 
metals sector. In addition, this edition features a 
special report on the challenges companies are 
facing as they expand into regions around the world 
where corruption is pervasive. 

The recovery in the metals deal market that began 
in 2010 is expected to continue. For the second 
quarter of 2011, the metals M&A deal market 
remained active, as 36 deals valued at $50 million 
or more were announced, 11 more than in the 
previous quarter. But even though the number  
of deals increased, the total deal value declined 
again, largely because no mega deals (exceeding 
$1 billion) were made this quarter. Trends in 
financial liquidity combined with relatively low 
interest rates make opportunities for growth 
through acquisition increasingly attractive.



Multinationals continue to expand globally with mergers  
and acquisitions, pursuing deal activity at an ever-increasing 
pace, to fuel faster growth and hone competitive advantage. 
Yet organizations face intensified risks in regions where 
corruption is pervasive and corrupt practices are long-
standing — at times, even accepted as status quo. Globally, 
calls for increased anticorruption initiatives are intensifying, 
as governmental bodies in the United States, United 
Kingdom, India, Japan, and elsewhere ask their regulatory 
agencies to take a stronger stance. 

In the United States, the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) and Department of Justice (DOJ) are stepping up 
enforcement actions mandated by the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act (FCPA), along with their investigations of 
backlogged cases and criminal prosecutions. C-suite 
executives face personal FCPA exposure and, for some 
offenders, even imprisonment. Growing dramatically, too,  
are penalties, profit disgorgement, and costs associated with 
monitoring for corruption risks.1  

The collateral financial damage is significant and  
climbing rapidly. FCPA enforcement actions increased 
85% in 2010, with the DOJ and SEC bringing a combined 
74 actions, nearly doubling the tally of 40 enforcement 
proceedings in 2009. In addition, eight of the largest 
FCPA-related monetary settlements in history—ranging 
from $56.2 million to $400 million—occurred in 2010.2  
More than $1 trillion is paid in bribes annually, and the 
cost of doing business globally increases 10% a year on 
average as a result of corruption, according to the World 
Economic Forum.3 
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Table 1: Top 10 FCPA settlements4 

Company Country
Year of 
penalty US$ mil.

1 Siemens Germany 2008 800 

2 KBR/Halliburton US 2009 579 

3 BAE UK 2010 400 

4 Snamprogetti Netherlands  
B.V./ENI S.p.A

Holland/Italy 2010 365 

5 Technip S.A. France 2010 338 

6 JGC Corporation Japan 2011 218.8 

7 Daimler AG Germany 2010 185 

8 Alcatel-Lucent France 2010 137

9 Panalpina Switzerland 2010 81.8

10 Johnson & Johnson US 2011 70

One major risk is successor liability, under which the 
purchaser assumes the liability for past actions of the 
acquired company. Because of the ramifications, companies 
are enhancing their corruption due diligence programs to 
understand the risks of acquiring certain targets, determine 
whether red flags exist, and analyze what compliance 
actions they must take after the acquisitions. 

Corruption due diligence, a regulatory expectation, may 
result in purchase price adjustments. But organizations 
that fail to address these concerns before closing a deal 
face the potential of great financial loss and reputational 
risk. By embracing the compliance challenges, companies 
can realize new opportunities for entry into markets they 
may have previously avoided.

1  “Corruption crackdown: How the FCPA is changing the way the world does business,” PwC, 2009.
2  “2010 FCPA Enforcement Shatters Records,” Melissa Aguilar, Compliance Week, January 4, 2011.
3  “Partnering Against Corruption Initiative,” World Economic Forum, www.weforum.org, 2011.
4  Top 10 FCPA settlements, www.fcpablog.com/blog/2011/4/8/jj-joins-new-top-ten.html, April 8, 2011.
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Metals

The metals industry continues to view corruption as a 
significant concern, an issue particularly heightened 
during a robust period of M&A activity. Metals deal value 
in 2010 was $90.9 billion, and 30% of the metals leaders 
surveyed for PwC’s 14th Annual Global CEO Survey said 
they plan to use M&A as a major source of innovation over 
the next three years.

The uptick in deal activities presents opportunities as well 
as challenges. Mining and extractive industries have been 
identified as areas at increased risk for an FCPA violation. 
Nearly 20% of known international bribery enforcement 
activity between 1977 and 2010 involved extractive 
industries, Trace International’s Global Enforcement Report 
2010 found. According to Transparency International’s 2008 
Bribe Payers Index, mining is the fifth most likely sector to 
be challenged with bribery of public officials and the third 
most likely to be engaged in state capture—the effort to 
affect government legislation, laws, and decision making  
by paying public officials.

Metals companies often face high risk for economic crime  
as a result of their continuing expansion in emerging 
markets such as the BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, 
and China) and, more recently, the VISTA countries 
(Vietnam, Indonesia, South Africa, Turkey, and Argentina). 
Extractive industries additionally are inherently vulnerable 
to fraud and corruption because of such factors as direct 
and indirect engagement with governments; entrenchment 
in local communities; operations subject to high regulation; 
activities heavily reliant on labor; highly valued physical 
assets and products; and the need for frequent, major 
investments in capital. 

In the wake of a landmark year for anticorruption 
enforcement, companies across multiple industries are 
concerned about several trends in the near term:

• The Dodd-Frank Act requirement to disclose all 
payments to foreign governments (applicable only to 
SEC registrants) could result in even greater scrutiny of 
anticorruption issues.

• Foreign governmental bodies are amplifying anti-
corruption steps, with the United Kingdom, Denmark, 
and Italy implementing and actively enforcing antigraft 
legislation in 2010. Also affecting corruption is that a 
number of countries have signed on to the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
Antibribery Convention and the United Nations 
Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC).

• International harmonization of antifraud and 
anticorruption regulation will increase parallel 
investigations, likely resulting in more penalties.

• The number of FCPA cases and severity of penalties  
are expected to grow because the DOJ and the SEC  
will devote more resources to pursue a backlog  
of investigations.

• With anticorruption compliance becoming a top 
corporate governance issue, companies will be 
burdened with the onus and expense of devoting 
greater resources to anticorruption initiatives. 

• Corruption investigations will likely trigger shareholder 
litigation, tax investigations, money-laundering probes, 
and other adverse actions.

• Individuals will face increased scrutiny when regulators 
investigate potential violations of the FCPA and other 
anticorruption legislation around the globe. 
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5  Transparency International, www.transparency.org.

Vetting third parties

Relationships with third parties, such as distributors, 
intermediaries, sales agents, dealers, and consultants, 
bring a high degree of risk for companies expanding 
globally, and consequently are subject to greater scrutiny. 
Particularly when organizations pursue deal activity in  
the BRIC countries and the Middle East, is often impossible 
to drive business without establishing relationships with 
other individuals or commercial entities. In fact, the BRIC 
countries received unfavorable ratings—from Russia  
with a score of 2.1 to Brazil with a score of 3.7—on 
Transparency International’s 2010 Corruption Perceptions 
Index, measured on a scale from 0 (highly corrupt) to  
10 (highly clean).5 

A high percentage of the civil and criminal enforcement 
actions have stemmed from the activities of third parties, 
those new to the acquirer as well as those that have 
longstanding relationships with the acquirer. Heightening 
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the potential for risk are third parties that may be 
adequately vetted but in turn use other third parties whose 
activities may not have been thoroughly scrutinized. 
Corruption issues often stem from third parties making 
direct or indirect payments that violate bribery and 
corruption laws or statutes. These payments, in some 
countries viewed by locals as the cost of doing business, 
typically are recorded as professional, consulting, 
commission, service, or selling expenses. 

Companies that successfully mitigate corruption risks 
begin by gaining a thorough understanding of the third 
parties they are engaging and the business model of the 
organizations. Further, they include compliance clauses in 
contracts and maintain their third-party contracts in a 
central location. Additionally, the organizations 
implement robust processes to periodically assess key 
business partners and monitor activities and transactions 
associated with such relationships, and provide third 
parties with training on compliance policies.
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Determining the appropriate level  
of due diligence

Companies pursuing corruption due diligence activities 
during mergers typically rate targets and their affiliated  
third parties on the potential risk based on a variety of 
factors, including locale regulation, the focus of regulators 
from an industry standpoint, and the size of the transactions 
with which they have been involved or will be involved. 

In addition to the complexities inherent in the activities 
 are challenges related to judgments regarding the depth  
and intensity of due diligence proceedings supporting any 
particular transaction. Organizations are carefully evaluating 
how many resources should be devoted to a single case, in 
terms of labor and financial commitment. What if bribery or 
other corrupt practices are discovered after the deal closes? 
How can a company protect itself from enforcement actions 
then? How much due diligence is enough? 

Navigating disclosure requirements  
for conflict minerals

In the wake of the “conflict minerals” provision of the 
Dodd-Frank Act, the SEC is expected to issue the rule and 
disclosure requirements as early as August 2011. Already, 
companies in multiple subsectors across the industrial 
products spectrum are engaged in performing due diligence 
to determine whether their supply chain includes conflict 
minerals, defined by the Organisation for Economic  
Cooperation and Development (OECD) as “key minerals  

from conflict-affected and high-risk areas.” Some companies, 
expecting the list to expand, are also preparing their supply 
chain for minerals beyond columbite-tantalite (coltan), 
cassiterite (tin), wolframite (tungsten), and gold. Companies 
looking to expand in Central Africa or pursue mergers or 
acquisitions with organizations that source these minerals 
from affected countries are challenged with determining the 
“reasonable” level of due diligence for their supply base, 
where mineral transparency has yet to be established.

Companies seeking to mitigate risk in this area are 
examining internally across operations, or communicating 
with an extensive supply base to inquire about and request 
indications of mineral presence in subcomponents or 
products provided. Effective strategies could include 
enhancements of the existing supply chain program, 
leveraging knowledge on hand about the supply base,  
and reactivating communication and reporting channels 
already in place with suppliers. 

By not heeding conflict minerals restrictions (including the 
FCPA requirements), companies face the huge potential for 
enforcement actions. Another downside: reputational 
damage. Watchdog organizations and media critics have 
been quick to publicly question and disparage companies 
whose mineral sourcing benefits armed groups in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo and surrounding 
countries. Consequently, a few companies may be assessing 
the operational effect of options for alternate sourcing and 
examining competitors’ business models. Considerations 
include cost, performance, mineral compositions and 
quality, logistics, new supplier verification issues, and the 
issues associated with developing a new business model.  
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Strategizing to mitigate corruption risks

Companies achieving success in anticorruption efforts take 
a focused approach to the task. They strategize to balance 
their compliance and growth goals and allocate resources 
to the efforts that will produce the best results. The 
companies take these steps: 

• Center near-term compliance efforts on FCPA 
regulations, which represent the core international 
criminalization and enforcement standards. By strictly 
adhering to FCPA guidelines, organizations can more 
easily come into compliance with other regulations, 
such as export laws, and be better prepared for 
upcoming global compliance initiatives.

• Build proactive, more transparent information sharing 
among their risk, operations, finance, and corporate 
development functions.

• Carefully monitor and test accounts to discover financial 
discrepancies and determine whether to voluntarily 
disclose them to regulators.

• Educate employees on international anticorruption 
standards, develop robust training programs, and 
routinely field-test company compliance rules.
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• Perform forensic due diligence on potential third 
parties—including suppliers, joint venture partners, 
agents, and local representatives—to inform business 
strategy with respect to new and potentially risky 
opportunities.

• Collaborate with anticorruption bodies and 
nongovernmental organizations to identify potential 
opportunities in untapped markets, share 
anticorruption practices, and foster international 
cooperation across the public and private sectors.

Some observers have painted ongoing, robust 
international anticorruption efforts as a series of obstacles 
that has created an uneven and costly global field for US 
companies, thereby reinforcing the barriers to entry in 
potentially lucrative markets. But observers widely view 
the initiatives as having a positive global influence. During 
an era of dramatically increased enforcement and 
heightened awareness about the pitfalls and collateral 
damage associated with corruption, other countries 
around the world are starting to follow suit, committing to 
global anticorruption standards and taking action. 



Perspective:
Thoughts on deal activity in the second quarter of 2011

The recovery in the metals deal market that began in 2010 is 
expected to continue, at least in the near term. For the 
second quarter of 2011, the metals M&A deal market 
remained active, as 36 deals valued at $50 million or more 
were announced, 11 more than in the previous quarter. 
However, while the number of deals increased, the total 
deal value declined to $6.9 billion, a sequential decline of 
more than 46% from the first quarter of 2011. This decline 
of $6 billion was partially driven by the lack of mega deals 
(deals valued at $1 billion or more) this quarter.

Likewise, the decline in average deal value also reflects the 
lack of mega-deal activity. Overall, the average value for 
deals of $50 million or more fell from $518 million to  
$191 million in the second quarter, a decline of more  
than 63%. Median deal multiples, as reflected by EBITDA, 
also declined substantially in the second quarter of 2011. 
However, while multiples have been declining, EBITDA has 
been increasing significantly, growing more than 42% over 
the first quarter. 

Analysis of the trend in financial liquidity shows that the 
sector continues to position itself for increased growth. A 
survey of the top 50 publicly traded global metals competitors 
reveals that these companies have, on average, significantly 
higher cash balances than just a year ago. Average cash 
increased almost 17% since the second quarter of 2010 
($1.93 billion compared with $1.73 billion). Companies’ 
cash, combined with interest rates that are low compared 
with historical levels, makes opportunities for growth 
through acquisitions increasingly attractive.

Interestingly, financial investors were absent from the deal 
environment this quarter. However, the number of deals 
financed through stock swaps increased significantly, 
growing from 4.76% in 2010 as a whole to 11.11% in the 
second quarter of 2011. Stock swaps allow a company to 
exchange its equity for an ownership interest in another 
company, thereby reducing the cash spent for the transaction. 

In the second quarter, the two largest stock swap transactions 
were both local-market deals. The first was the intended 
purchase of iron ore and manganese miner FerrAus by 
Australia-based Atlas Iron for $230 million. FerrAus 
management has recommended that shareholders approve 
the deal and put an end to a hostile takeover bid by Hong 
Kong-based investment company Wah Nam. The second  
swap involved Vancouver, Canada-based Mercator Minerals’ 
acquisition of Creston Moly Corp., a Vancouver-based 
molybdenum mining company, in a deal valued at  
$188.2 million. 

As we mentioned earlier, no mega deals were announced  
in the second quarter. The only deal valued at more than 
$500 million was a Japanese consortium’s acquisition of Arco 
Aluminum Inc., a Louisville, Kentucky-based manufacturer of 
aluminum rolled products, from petroleum powerhouse BP 
for $680 million in cash. BP has indicated plans to spin off a 
significant proportion of its noncore assets in an effort to 
cover cleanup costs for the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in  
the Gulf of Mexico.
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Geographically, overall deal activity for the first half of 2011 
was driven by the Asia and Oceania and North America 
regions, contributing $11.8 billion and $7.1 billion, 
respectively. Domestic market deal volume was led by  
29 deals in Asia and Oceania and six deals in North 
America, with $11.1 billion of the worldwide value total  
of $12.6 billion in local deals. It is likely that Asia will 
continue to drive local deal values through 2011 as smaller 
Chinese companies find it beneficial to combine and achieve 
economies of scale. Inbound deals were also centered on 
Asia and Oceania, while outbound deals were driven by 
activity in Europe and South America. 

The activity in Asia and South America fueled a reversal  
of a trend seen since 2009 as acquirers from advanced 
economies captured a smaller proportion of overall activity 
than they had historically. The increased proportion of deals 
from emerging and developing markets makes sense given 
the greater emphasis on smaller deals in the second quarter; 
these smaller deals offer growth opportunities for acquirers 
whose resources are limited.

During the second quarter of 2011, most activity involved 
target companies classified as steel manufacturers, 
contributing almost 41% of the deals. For the first half of 
2011, steel was also the key driver (36.1%), while iron ore 
(the primary driver for 1Q11) was close behind (34.5%).

Although commodity prices remain well below mid-2008 
highs, prices continue to improve from the lows of early 
2009. The outlook for the balance of 2011 remains positive. 
For example, aluminum prices are predicted to be stable to 
higher over the next year, driven by higher demand, 
particularly in China, and an aluminum market deficit in the 
United States. Currently, steel supply is exceeding demand 
and prices are falling. However, demand is expected to 
increase in the third quarter. With low current inventories, 
prices are expected to increase somewhat in the second half 
of the year; however, a sustained recovery in steel prices 
remains questionable, given the sluggish economic growth. 
It should be noted that commodity prices are only one 
driver in the industry, although they are a major one.
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Commentary

Deal activity by number of deals
Measured by announced deals worth $50 million or more

Quarterly metals deal activity
Measured by number and value of deals worth $50 million or more

2008 2009 2010 2011
3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 1Q 2Q

Number of deals 35 27 18 17 24 38 24 23 33 25 25 36

Total deal value (US$ bil) 22.2 16.3 11.8 63.1 7.5 10.6 6.3 17.5 53.4 13.7 13.0 6.9

Average deal value (US$ bil) 0.6 0.6 0.7 3.7 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.8 1.6 0.5 0.5 0.2

Note: Sum of quarterly deal values may not match total deal value chart below due to rounding.

Deal values decline in second quarter despite expectations for pricing growth in 2011
The metals M&A deal market remained active, as 36 deals valued at $50 million or more were announced in the second 
quarter of 2011—11 more than in the first quarter. However, values once again declined, with the second quarter totaling 
$6.9 billion compared with $13 billion in the first quarter. This decline of almost 47% largely resulted from the lack of 
mega deals (deals valued at $1 billion or more) this quarter.

It should be noted that 2010 deal values were significantly impacted by a withdrawn purchase involving BHP-Billiton. 
BHP-Billiton’s withdrawn offer for Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan added $39.76 billion to the total deal value  
in 2010. Without this deal, total value would have been $50.4 billion. Even with this adjustment, however, first-half 2011 
deal values are lagging those of 2010.

Last year’s recovery in the metals deal market is expected to continue. Although commodity prices remain well below 
mid-2008 highs, they continue to climb from the lows of early 2009. 

The outlook for the balance of 2011 is positive. For example, aluminum prices are predicted to be stable to higher over the 
next year, thanks to greater demand, particularly in China, and an aluminum market deficit in the United States. Currently, 
steel supply is exceeding demand and prices are falling. In the third quarter, demand is expected to increase, so with lower 
inventories, prices are expected to increase slightly in the second half of this year. However, a sustained recovery in steel 
prices remains uncertain against the backdrop of a sluggish economy. 

Deal activity by total deal value
Measured by value of announced deals worth $50 million or more
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Deal activity by average deal value
Measured by value of announced deals worth $50 million or more

Deal multiples by value/EBITDA and sector median EBITDA
Measured by value/EBITDA for deals worth $50 million or more 
in which target EBITDA was available
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Median deal multiples fall significantly  
in 2Q11 as EBITDA sees big boost 

Similar to the decline in total deal value, the decline in 
average deal value reflects the aforementioned lack of  
mega deals. Overall, second-quarter average value for  
deals of $50 million or more fell from $518 million to  
$191 million, a decline of more than 63%.

Median deal multiples, as reflected by EBITDA, declined 
substantially in the second quarter of 2011 as well. 
However, while these multiples may be declining, actual 
EBITDA has been increasing significantly. Median EBITDA 
for the 50 largest publicly traded metals companies was 
$698.6 million in the second quarter of 2011—an increase 
of more than 42% from the first quarter and almost 60% 
more than in 2010.
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Continued improvement in cash balances 
positions companies for future growth

Analysis of the trend in financial liquidity indicates that the 
sector continues to position itself for increased growth. A 
survey of the top 50 publicly traded global competitors 
reveals that these companies have, on average, significantly 
higher cash balances than just one year ago. Average cash 
has increased almost 17% since the second quarter of 2010 
($1.93 billion compared with $1.73 billion). Companies’ 
cash, considered in conjunction with the relatively low 
interest rates compared with historical standards, makes 
opportunities for growth through acquisitions increasingly 
attractive.

Interestingly, financial investors were absent from the deal 
environment this quarter. However, the number of deals 
financed through stock swaps increased significantly, 
growing from 4.76% in 2010 as a whole to 11.11% in the 
second quarter of 2011. A stock swap allows a company to 
exchange its equity for an ownership interest in another 
company, thereby reducing the cash spent for the transaction. 

In the second quarter, the two largest stock swap transactions 
were both local-market deals. The first was the intended 
purchase of iron ore and manganese miner FerrAus by 
Australia-based Atlas Iron for $230 million. FerrAus 
management has recommended that shareholders approve 
the deal and put an end to a hostile takeover bid by Hong 
Kong-based investment company Wah Nam. The second swap 
involved Canada-based Mercator Minerals’ acquisition of 
Creston Moly Corp., a molybdenum mining company, in a 
deal valued at $188.2 million.

We expect financial investors to return to the deal 
environment, although their focus will likely stay on 
downstream targets, with upstream assets remaining 
primarily the domain of strategic acquirers. The reasons 
include the inherent volatility, political risks, and potentially 
longer holding periods required for upstream acquisitions.

Financial leverage
Measured by average of top 50 global public competitors

Acquisition characteristics
Measured by percent of deals worth $50 million or more
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Mega deals in 2010 (value of $1 billion or more)

Month 
announced Target name Target nation Acquirer name

Acquirer 
nation Status

Value of 
transaction 
in US$ bil. Category

Aug Potash Corp of 
Saskatchewan Inc

Canada BHP Billiton PLC United 
Kingdom

Withdrawn 39.76 Other

May Vale SA – Aluminum 
Operations

Brazil Norsk Hydro ASA Norway Completed 4.95 Other

Jul Arcelor Mittal NV-Stainless 
Division

Luxembourg Shareholders Completed 3.18 Other

Oct CommScope Inc United States Carlyle Group LLC United 
States

Completed 3.02 Other

Apr BSG Resources Guinea 
Ltd

Guernsey Vale SA Brazil Completed 2.50 Steel

Jun Hangang Hanbao Iron & 
Steel Co Ltd

China Hebei Iron & Steel Co Ltd China Pending 2.35 Steel

Jun Mineracao Usiminas SA Brazil Sumitomo Corp Japan Completed 1.93 Iron ore

Dec Anshan Iron & Steel Group 
Corp – Assets

China Pangang Group Steel 
Vanadium & Titanium Co Ltd

China Pending 1.73 Steel

Jun Gerdau Ameristeel Corp Canada Gerdau Steel North America 
Inc

Canada Completed 1.61 Steel

Nov Draka Holding NV Netherlands Tianjin Xinmao Science & 
Technology Co Ltd

China Withdrawn 1.37 Other

Mar Rio Tinto PLC-Simandou 
Iron Ore Project

Guinea Aluminum Corp of China 
{Chinalco}

China Pending 1.35 Iron ore

Aug ArcelorMittal South Africa 
Operations (Pty) Ltd

South Africa Lexshell 771 Investments  
(Pty) Ltd

South 
Africa

Pending 1.26 Steel

Nov Draka Holding NV Netherlands Prysmian SpA Italy Completed 1.26 Other

Mar Itaminas Comercio de 
Minerios SA

Brazil East China Mineral Exploration 
& Development Bureau

China Pending 1.22 Other

Jul Paranapanema SA Brazil Vale SA Brazil Withdrawn 1.14 Other

Jul JSW Steel Ltd India JFE Steel Corp Japan Completed 1.03 Steel

Oct Draka Holding NV Netherlands Nexans SA France Withdrawn 1.02 Other

Mega deals in 1H11 (value of $1 billion or more)

Month 
announced Target name Target nation Acquirer name

Acquirer 
nation Status

Value of 
transaction 
in US$ bil. Category

Jan Consolidated Thompson 
Iron Mines Ltd

Canada Cliffs Natural Resources Inc United 
States

Completed 4.11 Iron ore

Jan Elkem AS Norway China National Bluestar 
(Group) Co Ltd

China Completed 2.18 Aluminum

Mar Cia Brasileira de 
Mineracao e 
Metalurgia{CBMM}

Brazil Investor Group Japan Pending 1.95 Steel

Mar Severstal North America 
Inc-Warren,Wheeling

United States The Renco Group Inc United 
States

Completed 1.19 Steel
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No mega-deal activity announced in second quarter

No mega deals were announced in the second quarter. The only deal valued at more than $500 million was a Japanese 
consortium’s acquisition of Arco Aluminum Inc., a Louisville-based manufacturer of aluminum rolled products, from 
petroleum powerhouse BP for $680 million in cash. A special purpose vehicle (SPV) by the five Japanese companies 
(Sumitomo Light Metal Industries, Furukawa Sky Aluminum, Sumitomo Corporation, Itochu Metals, and Itochu 
Corporation) is expected to receive all of the assets of Arco by the third quarter of 2011. BP has targeted the divestment of 
$30 billion in noncore businesses in 2011 to help raise the $40 billion needed to cover the cleanup and compensation costs 
that were incurred in 2010 from the oil spill at the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig.

Asia and Oceania region dominates local, inbound deals

The Asia and Oceania and North America regions led the way in overall deal value in the first half, contributing $11.8 billion 
and $7.1 billion, respectively. Local-market deal volume was driven by 29 domestic deals in Asia and Oceania and six in North 
America, with a combined value of $11.1 billion of the worldwide total of $12.6 billion in local deals. 

It is expected that Asia and Oceania will continue to see the highest value total for local deals through 2011 as smaller 
Chinese companies find it beneficial to combine and achieve economies of scale. 

Europe, on the other hand, was the primary driver for outbound deals, with $2.8 billion, while Asia and Oceania 
dominated inbound deals with $5.2 billion of the $7.14 billion total. Similar to the interest in local deals, we expect that Asia 
and Oceania will see large inbound activity as companies in other regions seek a foothold in emerging nations and look for 
ways to reduce operating costs.

Global metals M&A activity
Measured by number and value of deals worth $50 million or more (1H11)

North America 
Local—6 deals, $5.8 billion 
Inbound—5 deals, $0.64 billion 
Outbound—1 deal, $0.68 billion

South America 
Local—1 deal, $0.2 billion 
Outbound—2 deals, $2.0 billion

Europe 
Local—6 deals, $0.9 billion 
Inbound—5 deals, $1.2 billion 
Outbound—5 deals, $2.8 billion

Asia & Oceania 
Local—29 deals, $5.3 billion 
Inbound—7 deals, $5.2 billion 
Outbound—7 deals, $1.3 billion

Africa/Undisclosed 
Local—1 deal, $0.4 billion 
Inbound—1 deal, $0.1 billion 
Outbound—3 deals, $0.4 billion

5.6%
5.6%

Regional distribution of deals by acquirer region 
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million or
more (2Q11)

61.1%
11.1%

16.7%
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Regional distribution of deals by target region 
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million
or more (2Q11)

58.3%

11.1%

2.8%

8.3%

8.3%

11.1%



Regional distribution of deals by target region*
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million or more (2Q11)

Regional distribution of deals by target region*
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or more (2Q11)

Regional distribution of deals by acquirer region*
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million or more (2Q11)

Regional distribution of deals by acquirer region*
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or more (2Q11)

5.6%
5.6%

Regional distribution of deals by acquirer region 
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million or
more (2Q11)

61.1%
11.1%

16.7%

4.6%

Regional distribution of deals by acquirer region 
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or
more (2Q11)

65.8%7.4%

14.5%

7.6%

Asia & Oceania North America South America Europe ex-UK & EurozoneUK & Eurozone Africa/Undisclosed

* Sum of quarterly percentages may not equal 100 because of rounding.
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Regional distribution of deals by target region 
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million
or more (2Q11)

58.3%

11.1%

2.8%

8.3%

8.3%

11.1%

Regional distribution of deals by target region 
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million
or more (2Q11)

56.9%

8.3%

14.9%

7.5%

11.3%

1.0%



Acquirers from advanced versus emerging and  
developing economies 
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million or more

Deals by acquirers from advanced economies 
decrease proportionally in second quarter

The regional distributions of deals during the first quarter 
reversed the trend seen since 2009 as acquirers from 
advanced economies captured a smaller proportion of 
overall activity. Deals were split equally between acquirers 
from advanced and emerging economies. 

The proportional increase in deals from emerging and 
developing markets makes sense given that the second 
quarter saw a larger emphasis on smaller deals. These 
smaller deals offer opportunities for growth for acquirers 
whose resources are limited.
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Acquirers from advanced versus emerging and
developing economies
Measured by number of deals worth $50 million or more
(2010, 1H11, 2Q11)   

47.6% 42.6%

Emerging and developing

Advanced

2010 1H11 2Q11

50.0%

57.4%
50.0%52.4%
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Steel manufacturing targets lead 2Q11 
deal value; no deals withdrawn

PwC segments the metals sector into four categories  
by comparing standard industrial classification (SIC)  
codes to our internal classification system. Based on this 
process, we group deals into four product segments: 

• Steel

• Aluminum

• Iron ore

• Other

Based on this methodology, primary activity during the 
second quarter of 2011 resulted from M&A targets classified 
as steel manufacturers, contributing almost 41% of the deals. 
For the first half of 2011, steel was also the key driver at 
36.1%, although iron ore, the primary driver for 1Q11, was 
close behind at 34.5%. The emphasis on deals involving steel 
manufacturers makes sense as companies seek to integrate 
reliable steel supplies into their organizational structures. 

It should be noted that in the second quarter, no deals were 
withdrawn and no aluminum deals were completed; the 
majority of deals were classified as pending or intended. 

Deals by target metal category—1H11
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or more

Deals by target metal category—2Q11
Measured by value of deals worth $50 million or more 
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PwC spotlight

With ever-increasing global M&A activity comes an uptick  
in reputational and business risks, as more and more 
business takes place in emerging and expanding markets. 
Adding to the challenge organizations face in their global 
business operations is a dramatic rise in US and inter-
national regulatory enforcement actions—in some cases, 
including billion-dollar and multimillion-dollar fines and 
settlements and even imprisonment for executives.

Consequently, corruption due diligence has become a high 
priority, an essential area of emphasis for organizations 
seeking to achieve the desired results of M&A transactions 
and maintain business continuity. By effectively under-
standing, addressing, and resolving important concerns 
related to this issue, companies can develop a strong 
anticorruption program that embraces the demands of  
both compliance and growth. The viability of conducting 
business in any given region can hinge on how effectively 
companies prepare for anticorruption compliance and 
geopolitical risks. 

How PwC can help

PwC’s network of seasoned professionals has the 
experience, knowledge, and global reach to help clients 
navigate and integrate the various phases of regulatory 
compliance. The goal is to help organizations design, 
implement, evaluate, and monitor the effectiveness of  
their anticorruption programs. PwC helps companies:

• understand the breadth of international anticorruption 
frameworks, monitor the extent to which emerging 
policies are being implemented and enforced around 
the world, and assess the potential effects on  
business strategy 

• gain a better understanding of corruption to compete 
more effectively, make better decisions, and enter  
new markets

• issue clear company policy on what constitutes 
unacceptable behavior and enforce the prescribed 
consequences

• perform a risk assessment of operations to support 
compliance and monitoring programs

• mitigate bribery concerns by maintaining transparent, 
well-tested systems and policies

• streamline payment systems and controls so the 
organizations can easily view where, why, and how much 
money is being spent and eliminate unexplained, 
insufficiently detailed, or falsely characterized payments

• regularly test payment systems and controls over 
accounting for expenditures 

• perform ongoing due diligence on the business 
partners, personnel, and contracts involved in a  
new-market expansion, thereby mitigating business, 
reputational, and regulatory risks

• thoroughly and annually train employees to address the 
effects of international anticorruption standards

• perform frequent field tests to determine whether 
employees understand compliance policy.

With a global presence in 150 countries, PwC has local 
perspective and depth, in addition to professionals highly 
qualified in due diligence, forensics, and analytics to help 
mitigate risk in business transactions. PwC offers:

• a thorough understanding of local and regional culture, 
language, and financial and regulatory systems

• an international network of partners and staff members 
who offer a unilateral advantage in assessing issues that 
extend across borders and the ability to provide our 
clients with true global reach in a coordinated and 
expedited manner

• an international network of individuals experienced in 
performing computer forensics

• the knowledge of qualified investigators who have held 
senior positions with or have extensive experience in 
working with major prosecutorial and law enforcement 
agencies in the United States, Canada, the United 
Kingdom, Europe, South Africa, and Asia

• talented specialists with the know-how to conduct 
background research on targets and their leadership.

A majority of companies have anticorruption programs. Yet 
only 22% of executives recently surveyed by PwC said they 
were confident they could effectively identify and mitigate 
corruption risk. More than half reported that a stronger 
understanding of corruption would help them compete 
more effectively and enter new markets.
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Specialty case study: 
Positioning for global growth with focus on risk

Issue A major metals company that had instituted an anticorruption compliance 
program wanted to evaluate how effectively certain business units had 
implemented the program. Periodic assessments of the units’ compliance were 
integral to the program. But the company lacked the necessary anticorruption 
experience, assessment methodologies, and native language skills to effectively 
conduct reviews across a large number of diverse business units and global 
locations. 

Action PwC helped the client:

• develop a risk-based plan focusing on business units operating in China, 
Brazil, Uruguay, and other countries

• perform the necessary steps to assess compliance with the company’s 
anticorruption policies and procedures 

• coordinate a cross-functional, cross-border team of professionals to 
execute the assessments.

PwC developed a tailored approach to the assessments, encompassing 
interviews with relevant personnel; targeted testing of compliance-sensitive 
transactions; evaluations of relevant internal controls; and analysis of third-
party interactions with agents, consultants, and other intermediaries.

Impact PwC identified several areas where the company could enhance the 
implementation of its anticorruption compliance program. The firm also 
identified additional risks for the company to evaluate. 

As a result of the assessments and ongoing dialogue with PwC about how 
to address identified risks and gaps in internal controls, the client made 
significant advances toward achieving its objective of establishing a robust, 
effective anticorruption compliance program.

A metals company 
conducts proactive 
anticorruption 
compliance 
assessments across 
multiple locations
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South America 
1,960 Industrial Products professionals
155 Metals industry professionals

North America & the Caribbean 
5,700 Industrial Products professionals
225 Metals industry professionals

Europe 
12,700 Industrial Products professionals
316 Metals industry professionals

Middle East & Africa 
1,360 Industrial Products professionals
46 Metals industry professionals

Asia 
9,000 Industrial Products professionals
195 Metals industry professionals

Australia & Pacific Islands 
1,000 Industrial Products professionals
70 Metals industry professionals

PwC’s metals experience 

Deep metals experience

PwC continues to have the leading Fortune Global 500 
market share in the metals industry. Our Metals practice 
serves ferrous and nonferrous primary and secondary 
metals producers through a network of more than 1,000 
professionals strategically located around the world. Central 
to the successful delivery of our services is an in-depth 
understanding of today’s industry issues, in addition to our 
wealth of specialized resources and “best practices” that 
help in solving complex business challenges. Our highly 
skilled team encourages dialogue on top-of-mind trends and 
issues through active participation in industry conferences 
and associations, such as the American Iron and Steel 
Institute, as well as through industry-focused publications 
and Web forums. To address your industry needs wherever 
they arise, our professionals are concentrated in areas 
where the metals industry operates today and in the 
emerging markets where it will operate in the future.

Quality deal professionals

PwC’s Transaction Services practice, with more than  
6,500 dedicated deal professionals worldwide, has the right 
industry and functional experience to advise you on various 
factors that could affect a transaction, including market, 
financial accounting, tax, human resources, operating, IT, 
and supply chain considerations. Teamed with our Metals 
practice, our transaction professionals can bring a unique 
perspective to your deal, addressing it from a technical 
aspect as well as from an industry point of view.

Global connection

In addition to the more than 1,000 professionals who serve 
the metals industry, our team is part of an expansive 
Industrial Products group that consists of more than 
31,500 professionals, including approximately 18,600 
providing assurance services, 7,700 providing tax services, 
and 5,200 providing advisory services. This expands our 
global footprint and enables us to concentrate efforts in 
bringing clients a greater depth of talent, resources, and 
know-how in the most effective and timely way.
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Contacts 

PwC Global Transaction Services practice
PwC’s Transaction Services practice offers a full range  
of tax, financial, business assurance, and advisory 
capabilities covering acquisitions, disposals, private 
equity, strategic M&A advice, advice on listed company 
transactions, financing, and public-private partnerships.  

Global Transaction Services Leader 
Colin McKay — +1.646.471.5200  
colin.mckay@us.pwc.com

US Transaction Services Leader 
John McCaffrey — +1.415.498.6150  
john.p.mcaffrey@us.pwc.com

Europe Transaction Services Leader 
Phillippe Degonzague — +33.01.5657.1293  
phillippe.degonzague@fr.pwc.com

Asia-Pacific Transaction Services Leader 
Chao Choon Ong —+65.6236.3018 
chao.choon.ong@sg.pwc.com

US Transaction Services, Assurance 
Brian Vickrey — +1.312.298.2930  
brian.vickrey@us.pwc.com

US Transaction Services, Tax 
Michael Kliegman — +1.646.471.8213 
michael.kliegman@us.pwc.com

US Transaction Services, Merger Integration 
David Limberg — +1.216.875.3506  
david.limberg@us.pwc.com

PwC Corporate Finance global network

For Corporate Finance services in the United States 
please contact:

US Industrial Products Corporate Finance Leader
PricewaterhouseCoopers Corporate Finance LLC
Rakesh Kotecha — +1.312.298.2895
rakesh.r.kotecha@us.pwc.com

For Corporate Finance services outside the United States 
please contact:

Global Corporate Finance Leader
Chris Hemmings — +44.20.780.45703
chris.hemmings@uk.pwc.com

PwC Global Metals practice

PwC’s Metals practice provides industry-focused assurance, tax, 
and advisory services. Through our global network, we can 
draw upon the in-depth industry experience of specialists in 
every country in which your company operates. Our people can 
help you deal with the challenges of today, and they understand 
the implications for tomorrow. 

US Metals Industry Leader 
Robert McCutcheon — +1.412.355.2935  
robert.w.mccutcheon@us.pwc.com

US Metals Tax Leader 
Mike Tomera — +1.412.355.6095 
michael.tomera@us.pwc.com

US Metals Advisory Leader 
Jeff Herrmann — +1.216.825.3116 
jeff.herrmann@us.pwc.com

US Metals Transaction Services Director  
Joaquin Oliveras — +1.646.471.0926  
joaquin.oliveras@us.pwc.com

US Metals Client Service Advisor 
Daniel Webster — +1.412.355.7797  
daniel.w.webster@us.pwc.com

Global Metals Leader 
Jim Forbes — +1.905.972.4105 
jim.forbes@ca.pwc.com

US Industrial Products Director 
Thomas Waller — +1.973.236.4530  
thomas.a.waller@us.pwc.com

US Research Analyst  
Sean Gaffney — +1.412.355.7715 
sean.gaffney@us.pwc.com 

Editorial Contributor  
Philip Booth — +1.813.348.7815 
philip.booth@us.pwc.com
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Methodology 

Forging ahead is an analysis of merger and acquisition 
activity in the global metals industry. Deal information  
was sourced from Thomson Reuters and includes deals for 
targets with primary SIC codes that fall into one of the 
following industry groups: iron ores; ferroalloy ores, except 
vanadium; steel works, blast furnaces, rolling mills, and 
finishing mills; iron and steel foundries; primary smelting 
and refining/nonferrous; secondary smelting and refining/
nonferrous; rolling, drawing, and extruding/nonferrous; 
nonferrous foundries; miscellaneous primary metals 
products; and metals service centers and offices. Balance 
sheet data was sourced from public company reports.

This analysis includes all individual mergers and acquisitions 
for disclosed or undisclosed values, leveraged buyouts, 
privatizations, minority stake purchases, and acquisitions  
of remaining interest announced between January 1, 2009, 
and June 30, 2011, with a status of completed, intended, 
partially completed, pending, pending regulatory approval, 
unconditional (i.e. initial conditions set forth by the acquirer 
have been met but deal has not been completed), or 

withdrawn. The term deal, when referenced herein, refers to 
transactions with a disclosed value of at least $50 million 
unless otherwise noted. 

Regional categories used in this report approximate  
United Nations (UN) regional groups, as determined by 
the UN Statistics Division, with the exception of the North 
America region (includes North America, Latin America, 
and the Caribbean UN groups), the Asia and Oceania 
region (includes Asia and Oceania UN groups), and 
Europe (divided into United Kingdom and Eurozone  
and Europe ex-UK and Eurozone regions). International 
Monetary Fund classifications were used to label 
economies as advanced or developing and emerging. 
Overseas territories were included in the region of the 
parent country. China, when referenced separately, 
includes Hong Kong.

Competing deals, not just the ultimate successful deal 
partner, were included in the data set used throughout  
the document.





Visit our metals industry website at  
www.pwc.com/us/industrialproducts
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